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You read it here first…
Whistleblower says climate data rigged to sell Paris deal
 A major British newspaper last 
Sunday quoted a retired U.S. govern-
ment scientist charging that a June 
2015 climate report was based on 
“misleading” data and rushed into 
print, with the goal of prodding world 
leaders to adopt the Paris Climate Ac-
cord later that same year. The Mail on 
Sunday revealed details that appear 
to validate issues noted over the past 
year and a half in Condenser coverage 
of the embattled study.  
 Almost 19 months ago, the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-
ministration (NOAA) was criticized 
for changing high-quality sea-surface 
temperature data to match poorer qual-
ity data that showed a steeper warming 
trend, in a paper claiming the so-called 
global warming “pause”—at that time 
18 years—wasn’t real. (Condenser, 
July 17, 2015)
 Twelve months ago, Condenser 
(Feb. 12, 2016) reported some 300 
scientists—including the founder 

of the Weather Channel, two retired 
NASA astronauts, and a former EPA 
senior analyst—petitioning Congress 
to probe alleged federal data-quality 
law violations that helped speed 
publication of the same NOAA paper, 
known as the “Pausebuster.”
 NOAA has refused to comply with 
a House Science Committee subpoena 
to hand over email messages relevant 
to preparation of the paper.
 Last weekend, London’s The Mail 
on Sunday headlined accusations 
from Dr. John Bates, who retired from 
NOAA last year, accusing Dr. Thomas 
Karl, the paper’s lead author, of “insist-
ing on decisions and scientific choices 
that maximized warming and mini-
mized documentation…in an effort to 
discredit the notion of a global warm-
ing pause, rushed so that he could time 
publication to influence national and 
international deliberations on climate 
policy.”        
 Pre-retirement, The Mail said, 

Bates, who had a 40-year career in 
meteorology and climate science, was 
a principal scientist at Karl’s National 
Centers for Environmental Informa-
tion and had developed NOAA’s 
internal review process for ensuring 
data quality.
 Two key objections to the Karl 
paper, already raised in 2015, are that 
it altered sea-surface temperature re-
cords to make high-quality data from 
purpose-built weather buoys match 
data of dubious quality, collected from 
shipboard cooling-water intakes, that 
showed greater warming; and that it 
used a revised version of NOAA’s land-
based temperature records in which 
past temperatures were “adjusted” 
downward and more recent ones raised, 
producing a steeper warming trend 
than the original records indicated.
 The Mail said Bates found Karl 
and his co-authors not only bypassed 
agency quality control procedures 
but also failed to archive their data. 
Later, The Mail said, Bates found that 
the computer used to process the ma-
nipulated data “suffered a complete 
failure,” making it impossible for other 
scientists to examine the findings. The 
Mail said Karl admitted last week that 
the data hadn’t been properly archived 
but denied he’d rushed the paper to 
influence the December 2015 Paris 
conference.
 The Mail said Karl also acknowl-
edged that a new, “final, approved and 
‘operational’” version of the land tem-
perature record will be “different” from 
that used for the Pausebuster paper. 
 By contending that the pause 
never happened, Karl’s 2015 paper 
conflicts with a 2016 study by another 
federal agency—the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration 
(NASA)—seeking to explain why the 
pause happened.
 The pause was “observed between 
1998 and 2013,” NASA’s website said 

Cyber issues pondered in conference, Senate
 Prevention of cyberattacks on utility systems is important, but more 
crucial is certainty of detection followed by a swift response to contain and 
minimize damage, participants were told last Tuesday at the annual Wiscon-
sin Energy Providers Conference in Madison.
 Represented in the audience were Wisconsin Electric Cooperative Asso-
ciation members, Dairyland Power Cooperative, the Wisconsin Utilities As-
sociation, Madison Gas and Electric, Alliant and Xcel Energy, WEC Energy 
Group, the Municipal Electric Utilities of Wisconsin, and WPPI Energy.
 Panelists from Dairyland Power, the American Transmission Company, 
and the Wisconsin Army National Guard, led by Public Service Commission 
Chairperson Ellen Nowak, advised that customers, businesses, and govern-
ment need to develop relationships with local utilities to help prioritize cor-
rective actions if a problem occurs.
 Elsewhere, five U.S. Senators have introduced legislation seeking a low-
tech approach to cybersecurity. Chief sponsor Angus King (I-ME) indicated 
the bill emphasizes low-tech defenses over automated systems that can be 
more susceptible to cyberattack. 
 The impetus is the December 2015 attack, presumably by Russian hack-
ers, that blacked out three Ukrainian utility service areas. The Ukrainians 
were able to restore service within six hours in part because their systems—
less automated than those of Western utilities—were  brought back on line by 
human operators with physical assess to controls that the hackers didn’t have.  
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last November, by way of introducing 
a paper theorizing that warming con-
tinued throughout the period but was 
absorbed by the oceans.  
 Some climate skeptics question 
how greenhouse warming, an atmo-
spheric phenomenon, made its way 
into the oceans without first being 
detected in the atmosphere. Still oth-
ers maintain the pause stretches even 
longer, from 1997 to the present, and 
that this will become apparent as the 
effect of the intense 2015–16 El Nino—
an ocean warming event unrelated to 
greenhouse gases—fades away.
 Separately last weekend, Wall 
Street Journal columnist Holman 
Jenkins analyzed now-annual claims 
that Earth has endured the “warmest 
year in the modern record.” Last year 
was said to be such a year, as was 2015 
and 2014. Jenkins wrote that NOAA’s 
record-year announcements omit the 

Climate data rigged
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 Federal rulemaking of interest 
to electric cooperatives could be 
affected by a Trump administration 
executive order issued last week.
 The order directs agencies to 
find two existing rules to repeal for 
every new one adopted, creates a 
regulatory budgeting process paral-
leling review of budget appropria-
tions starting next year, and directs 
that the incremental cost of new 
regulations finalized and/or repealed 
this year must net out to zero.  
 The National Rural Electric 
Cooperative Association pointed 
out that the two repeals for one 
adoption and zero net cost increase 
provisions could hamstring rule-
making activity by agencies that 
rushed to finalize new regulations 
in the closing months of the Obama 
administration.

Order to pinch 
new regs

Kemper plant closer to full operation
 The nation’s biggest carbon cap-
ture project, Mississippi Power’s Kem-
per County plant, began generating 
electricity from gasified lignite coal 
during the last weekend in January. 
 Though company officials ex-
pressed enthusiasm, the details re-
vealed continuing difficulties. 
 An Associated Press (AP) report 
said the company acknowledged that 
technical adjustments are still needed 
and pushed back their expected date 
of full commercial operation to the 
end of this month. Moreover, the plant 
was not yet capturing carbon dioxide 
released in the gasification process. 
The CO2 is to be used for enhanced 
oil recovery operations. The planned 
carbon capture is expected to hold 
the plant’s CO2 emissions to a level 
comparable with “a typical natural 
gas plant,” the AP said.
 Further complicating matters, a 
week after the success burning syn-
thetic gas was announced, Moody’s 

Investors Service said it might lower 
Mississippi Power’s investment-grade 
bond rating based on the Kemper 
plant’s cost overruns and difficulty 
competing on its price of power com-
pared with generation from conven-
tional natural gas-fired plants. 
 The Kemper project is two years 
past its planned start-up date and more 
than $4 billion over its original $2.9 
billion budget.  
 Should the downgrade occur, 
it is not expected to splash over to 
Mississippi Power’s parent company, 
Atlanta-based Southern Company, 
according to the AP.

Solar plant may have 
dodged contract bullet

accepted error margin—plus or minus 
0.1 degree, Celsius—for estimating 
annual global average temperature. 
 He wrote that NOAA assigns new 
“warmest” records to 12 years since 
1998 without saying the differences 
between 10 of the 12 are less than the 
error margin; thus the years are sta-
tistically indistinguishable from each 
other. Jenkins concludes that “no trend 
is observable” since 1998.
 As reported by the British me-
teorological agency last year’s status 
as “one of the warmest two years on 
record” is based on a difference over 
2015 amounting to “one-tenth the 
margin of error,” Jenkins said.

 The giant Ivanpah solar thermal 
plant with its 340,000 mirrors in 
the California desert has reportedly 
achieved compliance with its contract 
to furnish power for Pacific Gas and 
Electric (PG&E), but according to a 
Bloomberg Markets report last Wednes-
day, a PG&E spokesman declined to 
confirm whether that was the case and 
said the controversial facility’s perfor-
mance remains under review.  
 A year-long contract forbearance 
agreement between PG&E and Ivanpah 
proprietors NRG, Google, and Bright-
Source Energy expired last Wednesday. 
The plant, which uses its mirrors to boil 
water for steam-powered generation, 
had been struggling to produce enough 
energy to meet contract obligations 
and has attracted adverse attention for 
interfering with flight-crew visibility 
and igniting wildlife in midair.
 The facility has been in commer-
cial operation since 2014.


